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Tossups

1. A presidential candidate for this organization, Mike Stone, filed suit against a former head of this 
organization’s ERLC who wrote about Donald Trump as a threat to the Manhattan Declaration. Beth Allison 
Barr, a professor at a university affiliated with this organization, published an anti-complementarian book on 
the “Making of” a certain kind of womanhood. In 2021, Beth Moore stopped identifying with this 
organization, which is affiliated with (*) Baylor University. A minister from this denomination led “crusades” 
from 1947 until 2005, and names a rule that disallows spending time alone with unrelated women. This 
denomination was founded in 1845 in Augusta, Georgia and emphasizes the importance of complete immersion. For 
10 points, Billy Graham was affiliated with what largest Protestant denomination in the United States?
ANSWER: Southern Baptist Convention [or SBC; accept Baptist General Convention of Texas or BGCT; 
prompt on Baptist Church or Baptists] (The former ERLC head is Russell Moore.)
<EK, CE/Geo/Other>

2. Frank Speck observed that this activity required an emetic of red willow bark to honor the Seven 
Thunders. A September observance of “going to the water” and this activity came after the August Stomp 
Dance and Green Corn Ceremony. J. N. B. Hewitt recorded “collective bets” before this activity, whose origin 
myth about birds inspired its bat wing charms. In 1763, this activity was staged to ambush the British 
defenders of Fort (*) Michilimackinac (“mish-ill-uh-MACK-ih-naw”). This activity, whose name was coined by 
Jean de Brébeuf at Sainte-Marie among the Hurons, is called tewaaraton, or “little brother of war,” in Mohawk. In 
this seminude activity, hemp or rawhide webbing cradled a buckskin object thrown by Iroquois players. For 10 
points, Canada’s national summer sport is what Indigenous ball and stick game?
ANSWER: lacrosse [or lax; accept stickball until “stick”; accept box lacrosse or field lacrosse; accept match ball 
game; or tewaaraton until read; or baaga`adowe or o-ta-da-jish-qua-age or dehuntshigwa’es or da-nah-
wah’uwsdi or kabucha or ishtaboli or variants of those names; prompt on games or ball games or sports or 
athletics or exercise or similar; prompt on gambling or betting or wagering until “bets”; prompt on running or 
racing] (The Ojibwe took Fort Michilimackinac in Pontiac’s War.)
<JI, American History>

3. Wojciech (“VOY-check”) Zurek created a basis that retains this property during einselection, called 
“pointer states.” By the convolution theorem, the timescale over which this property holds is inversely 
proportional to bandwidth. In quantum mechanics, the [emphasize] loss of this property corresponds to off-
diagonal elements of the density matrix going to zero. This term names a set of minimal uncertainty states 
that are the (*) eigenstates of the lowering operator. Interaction with the environment causes the loss of the 
quantum form of this property via wavefunction collapse. In addition to monochromaticity, high values of this 
property distinguish lasers from other light sources. For 10 points, interference occurs between waves with what 
property characterized by similarity in frequency and shape?
ANSWER: coherence [or word forms; accept coherent states; accept coherence time; accept quantum coherence; 
reject “decoherence”]
<AF, Physics>

4. The speaker of a poem claims this object “ought not to feel resentment” and hopes “we can share [this 
object’s] allure.” The speaker fears this object’s “nephrite canopies” in a lyric poem set to Prelude to the 
Water Melody. In a poem partially titled for this object, the speaker’s children are too young to understand 



why his wife watches this object in a “fragrant mist” that dampens her hair. A woman in dew-soaked 
stockings gazes at this object in the poem (*) “Marble Staircase Grievance.” In another poem, this object’s 
swaying accompanies the speaker’s singing. The speaker, the speaker’s shadow, and this object “make three” in that 
poem, in which the speaker invites this object by raising his cup. For 10 points, name this object under which the 
speaker drinks alone in a poem by Lǐ Bái.
ANSWER: the moon [accept yuèliang or yuhtleuhng or yuhtgwōng] (The third sentence is from “Moonlit Night” 
by Dù Fǔ.)
<WW, World Literature>

5. People are relatively [emphasize] less efficient at spotting people doing this action in a crowd according to a 
“superiority effect” that Paula Niedenthal has investigated. This action lowers the brain’s temperature 
according to Robert Zajonc’s (“ZYE-unts’s”) explanation of a “feedback hypothesis” proposed by Charles 
Darwin. In the FACS system, “action units” 6 and 12 represent a type of this action named for Guillaume 
Duchenne. This is the most (*) positive of the six actions that Paul Ekman has claimed to be “universal.” A method 
of signaling fear of predators may have evolved into this action, whose “Pan-Am” type doesn’t involve the 
zygomaticus major or induce “crow’s feet.” A myth claims that this action uses fewer muscles than its counterpart. 
For 10 points, name this facial expression that indicates happiness.
ANSWER: smiling [or smiles; accept grinning; accept Pan-Am smile; prompt on making a facial expression, 
displaying positive affect, displaying emotion, being happy]
<JI, Social Science>

6. In this city, foreign leaders at the first CHOGRM (“CHAH-gum”) meeting were targeted in a bombing of 
its Hilton Hotel. It’s not London, but the activist Juanita Nielsen disappeared in this city’s Kings Cross red-
light district. An environmentalist strike saved this city’s neighborhood of “The Rocks” from demolition in 
the 1970s. In 1942, a converted ferry was sunk in this city’s harbor when it was attacked by three (*) midget 
submarines. This city is the largest to be served by the Snowy Mountains Hydroelectric Scheme, whose construction 
caused its country to ease pro-white immigration policies. In this city, performers used umbrellas to depict the 
Dreamtime at the closing ceremony of the 2000 Summer Olympics. For 10 points, name this capital of New South 
Wales and most populous city in Australia.
ANSWER: Sydney, Australia
<MK, Other History>

7. A psychologist at this university, Yaakov Stern, developed the “cognitive reserve” theory of the brain’s 
resilience to Alzheimer’s. The Economist’s 2020 US election forecast was developed with the assistance of a 
political scientist at this university, Andrew Gelman. The term “imaginative geographies” was coined by a 
long-time professor at this university, which is currently home to an expert on creole grammars, John 
McWhorter. This university, once home to (*) Edward Said, took Edward Thorndike’s name off a building of its 
Teachers College in 2020. Zora Neale Hurston studied under an anthropologist from this university who attacked 
scientific racism in The Mind of Primitive Man. For 10 points, Franz Boas founded the first anthropology PhD 
program at what university in New York City?
ANSWER: Columbia University [or Columbia University in the City of New York; or Columbia College or 
King’s College; accept Barnard College]
<EK, Social Science>

8. The denominator of the canonical partition function is also used in the definition of this quantity to 
eliminate the units of the phase space volume element. This quantity is distributed uniformly over each shell 
of the microcanonical ensemble. The derivative of this quantity with respect to energy defines thermodynamic 
beta, which is proportional to one over (*) temperature. This state function can be expressed in terms of the ratio 
of two path-dependent quantities by the Clausius inequality. This quantity’s expression in terms of the logarithm of 



the number of microstates appears on the tombstone of Ludwig Boltzmann. For 10 points, name this quantity that 
describes a thermodynamic system’s disorder.
ANSWER: entropy [or S; accept Boltzmann entropy; accept Shannon information or probability density until 
“derivative”]
<KW, Chemistry>

9. This artist painted a woman holding a long-handled net to the right of a sapling in the work The Butterfly 
Hunt. This artist painted two women using a ladder to pick fruit in The Cherry Tree. In another painting by 
this artist, three flower pots sit on a windowsill as a man wearing a hat stares out at a window at a harbor on 
the Isle of Wight; the man in that painting is Eugène Manet. Édouard Manet painted twelve works featuring 
this clothed artist, including The (*) Balcony. In one of this artist’s paintings, a woman wearing a black choker 
rests her head in her hand and gazes at a curtain-enveloped baby. For 10 points, name this artist, who painted her 
younger sister Edna with her newborn daughter in The Cradle.
ANSWER: Berthe Morisot [or Berthe Marie Pauline Morisot]
<JI, Visual Arts>

10. Two answers required. When Edward Fitzgerald wrote the death of one of these two people was a relief, 
the other wrote, “To spit there glorifies your face,” in a reply titled “To Edward Fitzgerald.” These two 
people’s legacy was distorted in a Rudolf Besier play partly titled for Wimpole Street. In a poem addressed to 
one of these two people, the other asks to “leave the cowslips piled” and promises, “I, in truth, / With the 
same heart, will answer and not wait.” One of these people is called “half angel” in the other poet’s The (*) 
Ring and the Book. One of these people asked the other to “call me by my pet-name” and expressed her love “to the 
depth and breadth and height my soul can reach.” For 10 points, name this couple, one of whom addressed her 
Sonnets to the Portuguese to the other, who wrote “My Last Duchess.”
ANSWER: Robert Browning AND Elizabeth Barrett Browning [accept the Brownings; accept Elizabeth Barrett 
in place of “Elizabeth Barrett Browning”]
<UE, British Literature>

11. A city on this major body of water was the site of an uprising triggered by the Railway Protection 
Movement and led by the New Army. A “Type 88” rifle is named for one of the three towns on this body of 
water that amalgamated to form that port city. The damage caused by a deadly 1931 flood of this body of 
water was surveyed by John Lossing Buck. Ostensibly because the US flag could not be distinguished from 
the flag of their enemies, bombers on this river sunk the USS (*) Panay. En route to a city on this river, two 
officers held a contest for the first to kill 100 people with a sword. A “Safety Zone” was established in a city on this 
river during an event that stemmed from Prince Asaka’s orders to “kill all captives.” For 10 points, a city along what 
river was the site of a brutal 1937 “rape” by Japanese troops in Nánjīng?
ANSWER: Yangtze River [or Yángzǐ, accept Cháng Jiāng]
<CS, World History>

12. Vaslav Nijinsky caused a scandal when he danced in this ballet in 1911, as he danced in just tights without 
trousers over them, leading to his dismissal from the Imperial Ballet. This ballet’s original choreography was 
supposed to feature several rapid aerial swoops on wires, but they were scrapped because the star dancer, 
who was a lover of one of the choreographers, was afraid of them. Jean Coralli and Jules (*) Perrot originally 
choreographed this ballet, whose Act II ballet blanc stands in stark contrast to the “mad scene” that ends its first act. 
Carlotta Grisi originated the title role of this ballet, in which Queen Myrtha leads an army of maiden spirits who 
were betrayed by their lovers. The title French peasant girl becomes a Wili in, for 10 points, what ballet that sets 
music by Adolphe Adam?
ANSWER: Giselle [or Giselle, ou les wili or Giselle, or The Wilis]
<WJ, Other Arts>



13. An osmotic form of this process can result from treating hyponatremia too rapidly. Autoimmune diseases 
that cause this process are modeled by injection of MOG peptide plus CFA, thereby inducing EAE. This 
process is associated with radiating lesions originating from ventricles known as Dawson’s fingers. An 
autoimmune disease characterized by this process was first described by Jean-Marie (*) Charcot, and has 
“progressive” and “relapsing remitting” subtypes. This process occurs in the peripheral nervous system in AIDP, the 
most common type of Guillain–Barré syndrome. Injury to oligo·dendro·cytes results in this process. For 10 points, 
name this process that occurs in multiple sclerosis, in which the fatty sheath around neurons is destroyed. 
ANSWER: demyelination [or word forms; accept myelinolysis; accept answers indicating destruction of the 
myelin sheath; accept osmotic demyelination syndrome; accept acute inflammatory demyelinating 
polyradiculopathy; prompt on lesion formation, lesioning, encephalitis, or scarring by asking “what is causing it?”]
<MP/AF, Biology>

14. Description acceptable. The divine prophet-founder of this religion was referred to as the “little man with 
the big head” but now is not portrayed with any physical form. In this faith, depictions of people often have 
proportionally oversized heads that symbolize the person’s inner divine self. Although it is commonly 
referenced in the United States, this religion originated the concept of aṣẹ (“ah-SHEH”), or the essence of all 
things. The supreme deity of this religion ordered the founding of (*) Ilé-Ifẹ̀ (“ee-LAY ee-FEH”). The opele and 
ikin, or chain and palm nuts, respectively, are used in divinatory rituals of this African faith that are performed by 
Iyalawo or Babaaláwo. For 10 points, name this Nigerian religion whose belief in orisha influenced diasporic faiths 
such as Candomblé and Santeria.
ANSWER: Yoruban religion [or Ìṣẹ̀ṣe (“ee-sheh-SHAY”), accept any answer indicating the faith practiced by the 
Yoruba people; prompt on Nigerian religion or equivalents; reject “Santería” or “Candomblé”]
<AD, Religion>

15. A D minor mass by a composer with this last name unusually omits the Gloria section and is titled “for the 
time of Lent.” Another composer with this last name was forced to write a mass without woodwinds, an 
instrumentation that was referred to as a “dark” orchestra. A composer with this last name who wrote the 
Missa Hispanica also wrote a mass to commemorate the death of his patron Archbishop Sigismund, his Missa 
pro (*) Defunctis. An oratorio that contains a sudden fortissimo C major chord on the word “Licht” was written by a 
composer with this last name who also wrote fourteen masses, including the Nelson Mass. For 10 points, give this 
last name of the brothers Michael and Joseph, the latter of whom was patronized by the Esterházy family and wrote 
the oratorio The Creation.
ANSWER: Haydn [accept Joseph Haydn or Franz Joseph Haydn; accept Michael Haydn or Johann Michael 
Haydn]
<SL, Auditory Arts>

16. Southern German workers who aided in this process frequently became sworn city officials but were 
barred from doing it with tools. Louise Bourgeois Boursier, an expert in this process, was employed by Marie 
de’ Medici. Eucharius Rösslin’s The Rose Garden was a famous textbook about this process and includes the 
first images of an often horseshoe-shaped piece of furniture. Catholics who underwent this process were (*) 
purified afterwards through the ritual of churching. The Chamberlen family jealously guarded their invention to aid 
in this process, a type of forceps. Although he was ignored at the time, Ignaz Semmelweis (“IGG-nahts ZEM-uhl-
vice”) argued that mortality during this process would be reduced by handwashing. For 10 points, name this process 
facilitated by midwives.
ANSWER: childbirth [accept any answer indicating giving birth to a child, prompt on midwifery; prompt on 
delivery or labor; prompt on obstetrics]
<SL, European History>



17. Hopcroft and Ullman’s Cinderella book describes how sets with this property have unique, minimal 
representations as automata whose states are equivalence classes under the Myhill–Nerode relation. This 
property is [emphasize] not possessed by the families of all strings with balanced parentheses or of all 
palindromes, which can be proved with the stronger of the two pumping lemmas. All languages with this 
property are also (*) context-free. Exactly the languages with this property are recognized by finite state automata. 
This property of a language is preserved by the Kleene star, which allows the implementation of wildcard characters. 
For 10 points, pattern matching of strings is implemented using expressions with what property?
ANSWER: regular [or regularity; accept regular languages or rational languages or regular expressions, prompt 
on regexes or regexp; prompt on context-free languages before read; prompt on context-sensitive or recursively 
enumerable]
<SL, Other Science>

18. An awkward sexual encounter in this novel is described with the phrase “and this was how it was” before 
its participants sit by the road and confess to each other they had never been kissed. A character in this novel 
gives a five-dollar award to Lancy Davis’s essay, which discusses a plan to organize a revolt of black people in 
America. In this novel, a boy tries to run away to Florida when his sister claims he will be executed by electric 
chair for killing (*) Baby. A girl in this novel sneaks under windows to listen to the Eroica Symphony on the radio. 
A black doctor befriends this novel’s protagonist after Spiros Antonapoulos is sent to an asylum. For 10 points, 
name this novel in which Dr. Copeland and Jake Blount constantly visit the deaf-mute John Singer, written by 
Carson McCullers.
ANSWER: The Heart is a Lonely Hunter
<JF, American Literature>

19. Two answers required. The relationship of these two figures is shaped by “formative activity” that 
functions as “desire held in check, fleetingness staved off.” Stephen Houlgate noted that the “fear of death” 
that makes one of these two figures “tremble” in “every fiber” is oddly not addressed in the 2019 book A 
Spirit of Trust. Susan Buck-Morss argued that overseas events reported in Minerva inspired these two figures, 
one of whom posits his own “negativity” by (*) working on objects after earlier accepting an “unessential” and 
“dependent” nature. These two figures, who were reapplied to colonial relations by Frantz Fanon, engage in a 
“struggle to the death” in an allegory of the formation of self-consciousnesses. For 10 points, what two roles name a 
“dialectic” in Hegel’s Phenomenology of the Spirit?
ANSWER: master AND slave [accept lordship or Herrschaft in place of “master”; accept servant or bondsman or 
Knechtschaft in place of “slave”; accept master-slave dialectic] (A Spirit of Trust is by Robert Brandom. Susan 
Buck-Morss suggested that the dialectic was inspired by the Haitian Revolution.)
<JB, Philosophy>

20. The title character of a play by this author claims that “great, unfathomable time / brings dark things into 
the light” in his climactic “deception speech.” This author described how “birds and beasts” are “tamed in 
the net” of human minds in an ode that opens, “Numberless are the world’s wonders, but none / More 
wonderful than man.” In a play by this author, Athena details how the title character massacred a herd of 
cattle and sheep in a frenzy of anger, after which he (*) commits suicide by impaling himself on his sword. 
Haimon tries to stab his father before killing himself in a play by this author, whose title character hangs herself in a 
cave where she’s been left to die after sprinkling dust and wine on the corpse of her brother. For 10 points, name this 
Greek author of Ajax and Antigone.
ANSWER: Sophocles
<JB, European Literature>



Bonuses

1. This politician launched Operation Storm, the armed takeover of the Republic of Serbian Krajina (“KRAH-ee-
nah”), after it refused to adopt the Z-4 Plan for reintegration with Croatia. For 10 points each:
[10h] Name this president of Croatia throughout most of the 1990s. He signed the Erdut Agreement with the 
remaining independent republics and thus fully achieved Croatian independence.
ANSWER: Franjo Tudjman (“TOODGE-mahn”)
[10e] Operation Storm ended a three-year siege of Bihać (“BEE-hotch”) in a neighboring country during this Balkan 
civil conflict. The Dayton Accords ended hostilities among this conflict’s belligerent factions.
ANSWER: Bosnian War [prompt on Yugoslav Wars by asking “in which present-day country?”]
[10m] The relief of Bihać formed the centerpiece of a 1995 mutual defense agreement signed in this Croatian city, 
the country’s second largest. This Adriatic city was also the headquarters of Yugoslavia’s navy before its breakup.
ANSWER: Split (“spleet”) [or Spljet or Spalato]
<AL, European History>

2. In a story collected in Breast Stories, Mahasweta Devi reinvents this character as an Adivasi revolutionary. For 10 
points each:
[10h] Name this narrator of Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni’s The Palace of Illusions. In that novel, this character 
inadvertently deepens her brother’s desire for vengeance by retelling their father’s humiliation by Drona.
ANSWER: Draupadi [or Panchali or Yajnaseni; prompt on Krishnaa]
[10m] Draupadi appears in the Mahabharata, which also inspired this author’s play Chitra. This author created a 
terminally ill child who fantasizes about receiving the King’s letter in the play The Post Office. 
ANSWER: Rabindranath Tagore [or Robindronath Thakur; accept Gurudev or Kobiguru or Biswakobi]
[10e] Devi wrote in this language, which was also used by Tagore.
ANSWER: Bengali [or Bangla]
<WW, World Literature>

3. For 10 points each, answer the following about street dance.
[10e] This style of street dance, whose practitioners are referred to as “b-boys” or “b-girls,” features “power moves” 
such as the “windmill,” in which the dancer rolls their upper body on the floor while twirling their legs in the air.
ANSWER: breakdance [or breakdancing; accept breaking]
[10m] Street dance gave way to this stylized house dance that became popular in 1990 –– particularly among drag 
queens –– after being featured in a music video by Madonna. Its “new way” form uses intricate tutting moves to 
create “boxes” and “frames” of the performer’s face and body.
ANSWER: vogue [or voguing; accept new way vogue or voguing]
[10h] This improvisational style of “Afro-diasporic” street dance evolved from Tommy Johnson’s “clowning” street 
dance. It features highly-energetic “battles,” the intensity of which is measured colloquially by a “spaz meter.”
ANSWER: krump [or krumping; accept Kingdom Radically Uplifted Mighty Praise]
<WJ, Other Arts>

4. Modern study of Christian Gnosticism began with the 1945 discovery of the Nag Hammadi library, a collection of 
52 treatises in this language translated from the original Greek. For 10 points each:
[10m] Name this liturgical language that combines elements of the Greek alphabet with Demotic script.
ANSWER: Coptic [or timetremunkhēmi; prompt on Egyptian]
[10e] The Nag Hammadi library contained this “doubting” apostle’s namesake Gospel.
ANSWER: Thomas [accept Doubting Thomas; accept Gospel of Thomas]
[10h] The Nag Hammadi library also contained the Gospel of Truth, a sermon given by a 2nd-century thinker of this 
name who started a namesake Gnostic movement. A later figure with this name was martyred outside the Flaminian 
Gate for secretly marrying Christian couples.



ANSWER: Valentinus [accept Saint Valentine; accept Valentinianism]
<DC, Religion>

5. Liudmila Titova’s poem about this place begins, “You see, you see the bloody snow / It goes and everything turns 
crimson.” For 10 points each:
[10h] Name this location that titles a poem in which the speaker is “one massive, soundless scream” and “as old in 
years / as all the Jewish people.”
ANSWER: Babi Yar [or Babyn Yar]
[10e] The speaker of Yevgeny Yevtushenko’s “Babi Yar” notes, “I seem to be / [this writer] / transparent / as a 
branch in April.” This author wrote her Diary of a Young Girl while hiding from the Nazis.
ANSWER: Anne Frank [or Annelies Marie Frank]
[10m] In Lev Fridman’s translation of Mykola Bazhan’s poem on Babi Yar, Fridman notes his belief in Bulgakov’s 
idea that manuscripts don’t do this action, an idea first said by Woland in his novel The Master and Margarita.
ANSWER: burn [or word forms; accept “manuscripts don’t burn”; reject synonyms]
<CM, European Literature>

6. This ruler renovated the Harmandir Sahib using marble and copper after it was damaged twice by invaders from 
the Durrani Empire—once with cow guts, and once with gunpowder. For 10 points each: 
[10h] Name this “Lion of Punjab” who employed European army corps under Jean-François Allard against the 
Afghan emir Dost Mohammad Khan. By 1802, this ruler united a majority of the regional confederacies, or misls. 
ANSWER: Maharaja Ranjit Singh [prompt on Sher-e-Punjab, prompt on Maharaja or Ranjit or Singh]
[10e] Ranjit Singh’s Khalsa army predominantly followed this religion, which also named his empire. Practitioners 
of this religion worship at the Golden Temple in Amritsar.
ANSWER: Sikhism [or Sikhi, accept Sikh Empire or Sikkh Khālsā Rāj] 
[10m] Ranjit Singh’s final victory at the 1837 battle of Jamrud secured Sikh control of this geographic location that 
leads into Afghanistan. Nader Shah defeated a Mughal governor of Peshawar in this chokepoint a century earlier. 
ANSWER: Khyber Pass [prompt on Khyber Pakhtunkhwa]
<AL, World History>

7. This enzyme is highly selectively inhibited by alpha-1 antitrypsin Portland. For 10 points each: 
[10h] Name this subtilisin-like protease that cleaves proteins containing an RRxR [“R-R-X-R”] motif. Whether or 
not SARS-CoV-2’s cleavage site for this enzyme is man-made remains controversial.
ANSWER: furin [accept PACE or paired basic amino acid cleaving enzyme; reject “ACE”]
[10e] Furin’s name comes from its location in the upstream region of FES, which, like SRC, is one of these genes 
whose activation can cause cancer.
ANSWER: oncogenes [or proto-oncogenes]
[10m] Furin also cleaves the precursor of this hormone, which is then secreted from chief cells in its namesake gland 
to increase serum calcium levels.
ANSWER: parathyroid hormone [or PTH; reject “thyroid hormone” or “TH”] 
<CSa, Biology>

8. E. Paul Torrance’s namesake test for this trait uses tasks like “guessing consequences” and “guessing causes.” For 
10 points each:
[10e] Name this trait that is often defined as the ability to produce original and imaginative ideas.
ANSWER: creativity [or creative thinking; or divergent thinking; prompt on synonyms]
[10m] Torrance discussed this other psychologist’s theory of creativity as a “process of seeing or creating 
relationships” between objects. This psychologist also hypothesized a g-factor for intelligence, and names a rank 
correlation metric, his namesake “rho.”
ANSWER: Charles E. Spearman [accept Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient or Spearman’s rho]



[10h] Before going to the University of Georgia, Torrance studied and worked at this university, which also names a 
World War II-era starvation experiment used to assess the psychology of hunger.
ANSWER: University of Minnesota, Twin Cities [accept Minnesota Starvation Experiment; prompt on U of M]
<EK, Social Science>

9. S-N curves demonstrate the inverse relationship between stress amplitude and this quantity. For 10 points each: 
[10h] Name or describe this quantity that is [emphasize] measured at different loadings in fatigue testing. The 
endurance limit is defined as the stress value at which fatigue does not occur, even as this quantity goes to infinity.
ANSWER: number of cycles to failure [or equivalents such as cycle count; answers indicating the number of times 
a material is put under stress (before failing); accept answers describing a number of loading/unloading cycles]
[10e] Fatigue testing is most commonly applied to this general class of materials. Some of these materials, such as 
steel, have an endurance limit, whereas others such as aluminum do not.
ANSWER: metals
[10m] Work hardening intentionally induces this process, which causes dislocations to entangle and increase a 
metal’s strength. Whether or not this process is reversible determines whether it is elastic or plastic.
ANSWER: deformation [accept plastic deformation or elastic deformation]
<AF, Physics>

10. This movement’s sculptures combine faktura, the material properties, and tektonika, the spatial presence, of its 
objects. For 10 points each:
[10m] Name this avant-garde art movement, which completely rejected painting at the 5x5=25 exhibition (“five 
times five equals 25”). Vladimir Tatlin’s “Counter-Reliefs” are part of this movement, which opposed Suprematism.
ANSWER: constructivism
[10h] Tatlin’s design for this 400-meter-tall building is one of the foundational works of constructivism. Had it been 
constructed, this steel building with slowly-rotating components would have been the headquarters of the 
Comintern. 
ANSWER: Monument to the Third International [or Pamyatnik III Kommunisticheskogo internatsionala; 
prompt on Tatlin’s Tower]
[10e] Constructivism was founded by Tatlin and Alexandr Rodchenko in this country, where sculptures and 
monuments honoring its people were built according to Vladimir Lenin’s plan of “Monumental Propaganda.”
ANSWER: Soviet Union [or the USSR; or CCCP or Soyuz Sovetskikh Sotsialisticheskikh Respublik; prompt on 
Russia]
<JI, Visual Arts>

11. In a novel by Alexis Wright, Oblivia Ethylene lives in a warship in a swamp and hears fairy tales about these 
animals before she marries Australia’s first Indigenous president. For 10 points each:
[10e] Name these animals, who, in one of those fairy tales, welcome an ugly duckling into their family when he 
realizes that he is one of these animals.
ANSWER: swans [or Cygnus; prompt on birds or avians]
[10h] After being raped and falling through a gum tree, Oblivia suffers from this condition in The Swan Book. The 
amnesiac child Simon Gillayley also has this condition in the novel The Bone People.
ANSWER: muteness [or equivalents like not speaking or refusing to speak]
[10m] Catherine is tasked with assembling a mechanical duck that is revealed to be a swan in this author’s novel The 
Chemistry of Tears. Hissao accidentally kills a rare bird at the end of this Australian author’s novel Illywhacker.
ANSWER: Peter Carey [or Peter Philip Carey]
<CM, British Literature>

12. The preparative variant of this technique involves a thicker surface that moves more analyte. For 10 points each:



[10e] Name this form of chromatography which typically involves a plate covered in a layer of gel. A classic hack 
for this technique is using a broken pipette to dot the analyte, which is often treated after moving to resolve bands.
ANSWER: preparative thin-layer chromatography [or TLC]
[10m] The final step of TLC is to simply scrape off the desired band, often with one of these simple metal utensils. 
These implements are often combined with scoopers.
ANSWER: metal spatula [accept scoopula]
[10h] Silica gels with non-polar octadecyl groups produce TLC experiments in this mode, which is also the most 
common mode used in HPLC.
ANSWER: reverse-phase chromatography [or reversed-phase chromatography; or RP-TLC; or RP-HPLC; prompt 
on hydrophobic chromatography]
<KW, Chemistry>

13. A woman refuses to marry Steven during this historical event when she learns that her son and husband are alive 
in a short story from the collection We Should Never Meet. For 10 points each:
[10h] Name this event, during which Bon’s wife and son are killed while boarding a plane. This historical event 
begins a novel in which the narrator murders Sonny and the crapulent major during his time in Los Angeles.
ANSWER: the fall of Saigon [accept the evacuation of Saigon or the liberation of Saigon or the capture of 
Saigon by North Vietnam or similar; accept Operation Frequent Wind; prompt on the end of the Vietnam War or 
the reunification of Vietnam] 
(We Should Never Meet is by Aimee Phan.)
[10m] Bon’s wife and son die during the evacuation of Saigon at the start of this Viet Thanh Nguyen (“viet taan 
nwin”) novel about the title communist agent.
ANSWER: The Sympathizer
[10e] Mai searches for the truth about her grandfather after she flees Saigon in a Lan Cao (“lan cow”) novel titled 
for these animals. A mischievous king of these animals eats the peaches of immortality in Journey to the West.
ANSWER: monkeys [accept Monkey Bridge or the Monkey King; prompt on primates]
<CM, American Literature>

14. Answer the following about the accounts published in Library of America’s World War II Memoirs: The Pacific 
Theater, for 10 points each.
[10e] Samuel Hynes’s Flights of Passage recounts the bloody battle for this island, which Saul David called the 
“crucible of hell.” Ernie Pyle died on Iejima off this Japanese Ryūkyū island, the site of Kadena Air Base.
ANSWER: Okinawa [or Uchinaa; or Okinawa-hontō or Okinawa-jima; accept Battle of Okinawa or Okinawa-
sen; accept Crucible of Hell: The Heroism and Tragedy of Okinawa]
[10m] E. B. Sledge’s With the Old Breed: At Peleliu and Okinawa depicts the campaign for this archipelago and 
Palau, which included a “turkey shoot.” 14 islands in this archipelago became an American commonwealth in 1978.
ANSWER: Mariana Islands [or Manislan Mariånas; accept Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands or 
CNMI or Sankattan Siha Na Islas Mariånas or Commonwealth Téél Falúw kka Efáng llól Marianas] (Sledge’s 
book was a major source for Steven Spielberg’s miniseries The Pacific.)
[10h] Alvin Kernan’s Crossing the Line recalls landing troops on Makin Atoll during this battle, where Louis 
Hayward shot a film “with the marines.” A duck served at this Operation Galvanic battle that preceded the Marshalls 
campaign.
ANSWER: Battle of Tarawa [accept With the Marines at Tarawa]
<NJ, American History>

15. This quantity and the angle of observation determine the Doppler shift of a planetary system. For 10 points each:
[10m] Name this quantity which describes how much a star is pulled by its partners in the direction of observers. 
The transit method has largely replaced measurements of this quantity for discovering exoplanets.



ANSWER: radial velocity [accept radial velocity method; prompt on velocity; reject “angular velocity” or 
“tangential velocity”]
[10h] Both the radial velocity and transit methods oversample planets with these two characteristics, which define a 
common exoplanet type. These two characteristics increase the chance a planet intersects the disc of its parent star.
ANSWER: orbiting close to their parent star AND massive in size [accept having short orbital period, having high 
rotational velocity, or synonyms of near in place of “close”; accept larger than Earth or synonyms of big in place 
of “massive”; prompt on hot Jupiters by asking “what properties produce that?”]
[10e] Every planet’s contribution to the overall signal can be modeled as sinusoidal if its motion roughly follows an 
orbit named for this scientist. “Equal area in equal time” is this scientist’s second law of planetary motion.
ANSWER: Johannes Kepler [accept Keplerian orbit or Kepler’s laws of planetary motion]
<IC, Other Science>

16. The Western Electric rules, which are ad hoc guidelines for identifying patterns of points on a control chart, are 
an early technique in this field. For 10 points each:
[10h] Name this field. Western Electric employee Walter Shewhart is considered the “father” of this field, which 
often distinguishes between common- and special-cause variation.
ANSWER: statistical process control [or SPC; accept statistical quality assurance; accept statistical quality control; 
accept statistical quality management]
[10m] Shewhart worked at this Western Electric plant in Illinois, which is now better known for a namesake “effect” 
based on studies of the link between observation and worker productivity.
ANSWER: Hawthorne Works [accept Hawthorne effect]
[10e] Western Electric was a subsidiary of this largest global telecommunications company, founded in part by 
Alexander Graham Bell. In 2016, this company acquired Time Warner after an attempted block on antitrust grounds.
ANSWER: AT&T [or American Telephone & Telegraph]
<EK, CE/Geo/Other>

17. The eme-sal dialect of these people was reserved for women and male priests singing lamentations, inspiring 
modern scholars to speculate on the possibility of a third gender role in their society. For 10 points each:
[10h] Name these people whose language had grammatical genders for “human” and “non-human.” Other 
lamentations by these people were elegies for lost cities, which were written in the voice of tutelary goddesses.
ANSWER: Sumerians [prompt on Mesopotamians]
[10e] The eme-sal dialect was used by the gala priests of this Sumerian goddess of love and war, a consort of 
Dumuzid who attempted to seduce Gilgamesh.
ANSWER: Inanna [accept Ishtar]
[10m] While visiting her sister Ereshkigal, Inanna was made to perform this action seven times while passing 
through the gates of Kur. Each instance of this action targeted a mes that had earlier been stolen from Enki.
ANSWER: removing clothing [or removing jewelry; oraccept synonyms like stripping or taking off one’s 
clothes]
<SL, Mythology>

18. Philosophy, schmilosophy! For 10 points each:
[10e] David Enoch’s paper “Agency, Schmagency” argues against the theory of constitutivism in the “meta-” branch 
of this field. This field is concerned with the concepts of right and wrong.
ANSWER: ethics [or moral philosophy or morality; accept meta-ethics]
[10h] Ted Sider used an analogue of mass called “schmass” to argue that scientific “ideologies” should have this 
property. From the premise that we ought to be ontologically committed to entities that have this property in our 
“best theories,” an argument named for this property concludes that numbers exist.
ANSWER: indispensability [or being indispensable; accept indispensability arguments or the Quine–Putnam 
indispensability argument]



[10m] The analytic philosophy tradition of coining terms prefixed with “schm-” originated with Saul Kripke’s use of 
the “schmidentity” operator in this book, a transcript of three lectures in which he theorized rigid designators.
ANSWER: Naming and Necessity
<JB, Philosophy>

19. Volmar, a Saint Disibod monk, designed the format of the Riesencodex that contains many of this woman’s 
collected works. For 10 points each:
[10m] Name this composer of the musical morality play Ordo Virtutum. This abbess of Eibingen described 26 
mystical visions of God in her religious manuscript Scivias.
ANSWER: Hildegard von Bingen [or Saint Hildegard; or Hildegardis Bingensis; accept Sibyl of the Rhine]
[10e] Hildegard composed religious plainsongs, which possess this musical texture in which there exists only one 
melodic line. It fell out of favor when composers such as Léonin and Pérotin introduced polyphony instead.
ANSWER: monophony [or monophonic music]
[10h] Inspired by her “unheard music,” Hildegard created this language that scholars believe may be one of the first 
constructed languages in history. The only discovered passage written by Hildegard in this language begins, “O 
orzchis Ecclesia, armis divinis praecincta.”
ANSWER: lingua ignota [prompt on unknown language]
<WJ, Auditory Arts>

20. Minucius Felix’s Octavius, an early apology for Christianity, is largely set on the beach in this city. For 10 
points each:
[10m] Name this city that was probably founded to exploit nearby coastal saltpans. The importance of this city, 
whose name means “mouth” in Latin, declined when Claudius founded the town of Portus a few miles north.
ANSWER: Ostia Antica
[10e] Grain was stored at Ostia in warehouses, such as one owned by the freedmen Epagathus and Epaphroditus, 
before barges brought it up this river to the city of Rome.
ANSWER: Tiber River [accept Albula River]
[10h] According to Livy, the city of Ostia was founded during the reign of this Roman king, Tarquinius Priscus’s 
predecessor. He also reputedly ordered the erection of the Pons Sublicius, Rome’s earliest bridge across the Tiber.
ANSWER: Ancus Marcius
<MK, Other History>


